Making speech tangible for a better understanding of human speech communication
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This talk presents the underlying concepts, technologies, applications and future of STRAIGHT, a framework for speech analysis, modification and resynthesis which was initially designed to facilitate speech perception research. Also introduced will be recent advances which may provide new opportunities in speech communication research. One concerns "Temporally variable multi-aspect morphing of arbitrarily many voices" and the other "SparkNG: Speech Production and Auditory perception Research Kernel: The Next Generation." The STRAIGHT and its applications are freely available to academics. The SparkNG package is open sourced. The future of STRAIGHT will start from the open source package, YANG vocoder.

Speech provides rich side information channels which modify/expand its linguistic contents. While the recent resurgence of machine learning technologies makes speech-based communication with smart machines practical and accessible, these rich side information channels are not well exploited. "Making speech tangible" by introducing tools which enable quantitative and precise as well as intuitive/direct manipulation of speech parameters will, I hope, lead to a better understanding of human speech communication.
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